Midvale Middle School
School Community Council
Meeting Agenda for:
February 3rd, 2021 – 5:30 pm
Virtual Conference https://meet.google.com/gtj-erdy-zne

Agenda

1. Welcome Alyssa Powers

2. Approval of 01/6/2021 draft minutes Alyssa Powers
   a. Motion – Lindsay  b. Second – Rebecca

3. PTSA Updates (Parent Teacher Student Association) Rebecca Martin
   - Over $2,200 was raised in the fundraiser, more than expected.
   - The Student Board has started. It is held virtually each Friday.

4. Community School Facilitator Report Geralynn Barney
   - Due to the generous donations of community members, the community facilitator is able to purchase coats and shoes for students.
   - The next vision clinic is on March 17th.

5. MYP (Middle Years Programme) Update Shelley Allen
   - For the month of February, we will be focusing on being balanced thinkers. The statement of inquiry is, “Emotions can help us think through situations and make decisions.” The service goal is to help someone feel joy.

6. Counselors Report Matthew Magee
   - Counselors are going through the wellness survey that was given to the students. Making and keeping friends is the area of greatest concern for students. Counselors will reach out to students that are asking for help.
- This week we have been doing registration for incoming 6th, 7th, and 8th graders.
- Counselors are continuing Trojan Time each Friday for online learners.

7. Digital Citizenship
   Judy Rembacz
   - Judy Rembacz presented on Digital Citizenship. Basic definitions were reviewed as well as the filters that are provided (Lightspeed.)
   - Filters are unique to elementary, middle, and high schools. The younger the students, the more restrictive the filters.
   - Student history can be traced back up to 40 days.

8. Update on Grants
   Alyssa Powers
   - 34 grants submitted and were scored on a rubric.
   - Majority of the grants will be funded completely. A few grants will be partially funded.
   - Some will be funded through other sources.
   - The projects were very creative and will provide students with a variety of opportunities.
   - Examples of grants: math manipulatives, iPads for art, telescopes for family night, Gizmos site license, and puppets for ELD students.

9. TSI Update (Targeted School for Improvement)
   Mindy Robison
   - Data will be presented to the district this week at the quarterly meeting. Overall, seeing positive results. All grade levels are seeing growth in reading and math, as measured by the RI and MI. Over 50% of students met expected growth on the Reading Inventory.

10. TSSA & Land Trust Budgets
    Mindy Robison
    - We currently have 4 interventionists working 4 days a week. Once the grants are funded, the budgets will go down.

11. TSSP for 2021–2022
    Mindy Robison
    - Discussion was held on the goals for next year. Members spoke in favor of keeping the goals the same (75% meet or exceed reading growth scores, 60% meet or exceed math growth scores, teachers provide a 3:1 to one positive to corrective ratio, and support students through the wellness survey.) Teachers are included in the conversations about the TSSP. Mindy will work with the BLT and staff, before our next meeting.

12. Considerations for Next Year (lockers, etc.)
    Mindy Robison
    - As we begin preparing for next year, the school is seeking parent feedback on possible negotiables for next year. For example, using lockers (pros and cons were discussed) and clear/mesh backpacks (would
only be required if lockers aren’t used). Midvale plans on having 3 lunches again next year, following all required safety protocols, and continuing the after school programming. The school is continuing to brainstorm ideas to close the gap, especially for students who have not participated with online learning. We will further discuss at the next meeting.

13. Motion to adjourn
   a. Motion – Alicia       b. Second – Rebecca

District Resources and Information for SCC Members:
https://www.canyonsdistrict.org/scc/